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Introduction

SKANKMASTER is a Kontakt 5.8 instrument. To use this instrument you must have
the full version of Kontakt by Native Instruments (Not Kontakt Player). 

SKANKMASTER consists  of  a  set  of  guitar  samples  playing  “skanks”  or  “chips”
commonly used in reggae or ska music. Using key switches you can  easily change
between  different  chord  types.  The  sample  set  comprises  of  1,839  samples  at
44.1khz and 24bit. The whole instrument can be played from a 3 octave keyboard
including key switches and chords. (Each note represents a chord).

Each chord is played in an inversion that would be the easiest and most common. In
most cases that bass note is left out so as to keep the bottom end of the mix free for
the bass guitar to express itself. Chord  inversion are kept as small as possible to
keep the sound as authentic and free from clutter. As a session guitarist would play
is the studio in fact.  The samples have NOT been overly cleaned up, and some
buzzes and fret ring might be present as it would be in real life. We want this to
sound like there is a real guitarist in your band or production, not a sampler.



Installation

1. Decompress zip file to a directory or location of your choice.

2. Fire up KONTAKT

3. Click on  the “Files” menu (under the KONTAKT logo on the left).

4. In the browser window that appears underneath, search out the location where
you unzipped Skankmaster.

5. Drag the .nki file into the adjacent window on the right and Skankmaster will open.

KONTAKT Compatibility

The recent upgrade to KONTAKT 6 has thrown up some compatibility issues. Here is
a guide to where SKANKMASTER will – and will not work.

KONTAKT 5.8 PLAYER   (FREE version)

Skankmaster will only work for 15 minutes in DEMO mode. 

KONTAKT 5.8 FULL

Skankmaster is fully working.

KONTAKT 6 PLAYER   (FREE version)

Skankmaster WILL NOT WORK!

KONTAKT 6 FULL

Skankmaster is fully working.

The  “Player”  version  of  Kontakt  has  reduced  capabilities  and  can  really  only
considered a demo version of Kontakt. Kontakt is best purchased as a part of the
Native Instruments KOMPLETE package as it is not cost effective to purchase on its
own. KOMPLETE is now regarded as an industry standard sample collection and
represents really quite staggering value for money and I would highly recommend
that you buy one of the KOMPLETE packages from the online Native Instruments
store

https://www.native-instruments.com/en/

https://www.native-instruments.com/en/


Chord types and key switches.

SKANKMASTER  allows  you  to  play  7  different  types  of  chord  operated  using
associated key switches.

Chord Type Keyswitch
Major F0
Minor G0

Seventh A0
Major Seventh B0

M7b5 (Half Diminished) F#0
Diminished G#0

Altered Dominant A#0

            

Major: Simple major triad from keys E1 – A2

Minor:  Simple minor triad from keys E1 – A2

Seventh:  Seventh triad from keys with the root missing from keys E1 – A2

Major Seventh: Major Seventh triad with no root. May also be considered as a 
minor triad up a third. For example  Amaj 7th or C#m. From keys F1 – A2

Seventh:  Seventh triad from keys with the root missing from keys E1 – A2

Minor 7b5:  Simple minor 7b5 triad with root missing from keys G1 – A2

Diminished:  Simple diminished  triad with the root missing from keys G1 – A2. For 
the more experienced musician, it should be remembered that a diminished chord 
can take its name from any of the notes in that chord. So A Dim is also Eb Dim, C 
Dim and Db Dim.

Altered dominant: A combination of altered dominant chords. F#1 – C# 2  = 7#5. 
D2 – A2 = 7#9. The root note is missing from all these chords.  



The Keyboard.

The the elements of SKANKMASTER can be played on a two and a half octave 
keyboard.

You may adjust where this appears on your keyboard by adjusting the octave control
on the Kontakt keyboard.  

Effects.

Reverb: Adds a stereo reverb effect to the output.

Delay: Adds a time synched 1/8th note delay to the output.

Phaser: Adds a time synched phase effect to the sound.

Tone: Adds or takes away a frequency of 4khz from (or to) the output. Normal is
centered at 12 o’clock.



Terms of use.

By purchasing this sample collection, you agree to the following terms. You are
buying a license to use these samples for the sole purpose of music production. 

1. You may not sell this sample collection, in whole or in part, as samples nor
distribute the sample collection for free.

2. The purchaser may use sounds from the product to create individual sound
effects (SFX) for use in film, TV, advertising, and video games. However, the
purchaser  cannot  sell  these  sounds  individually  via  marketplace,  stock
music/stock audio site, etc.

3.  Redistributing, reselling,  electronically  transmitting,  uploading,  sharing,  or
renting the product in any way, shape, or form is prohibited by law.
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